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Abstract— GPS based synchronizers have long been relied
upon by various communications networks for achieving syn-
chronization among the network nodes. Cellular networks, par-
ticularly CDMA (IS-95/2000) cellular networks, actively employ
GPS timing receivers for making their time critical decisions,
particularly handoff. Operations and parameters which set the
network quality of service (QoS) require that these synchronizers
provide timing with high stability. Therefore, a disturbance free
solution from such synchronizers is vital. However, as these syn-
chronizers employ GPS timing receivers, communicate with GPS
satellites over the air interface; these are inevitably vulnerable to
RF interference. This interference disturbs the timing receiver’s
performance, degrading its solution. This paper appreciates this
issue, identifies the problems caused and discusses in detail the
performance degradations of CDMA cellular networks due to
instability of timing signals from GPS.

I. INTRODUCTION

Synchronization serves as a pacemaker for CDMA Cellular
networks. These networks are associated with large coverage
areas, increased complexity and high data rates. These call
for precise and accurate time alignment of operations. It
has been identified that throughput and Quality of Service
(QoS) of these networks increase with the performance of
synchronization devices. GPS-based synchronizers, due to
their precision, have long been relied upon by CDMA cel-
lular systems for fulfilling their timing/frequency require-
ments. Although other synchronization sources like LORAN
C or atomic standards can also cater for timing, those are
associated with drawbacks like high installation, operations
and maintenance costs. QoS and Key Performance Indicators
(KPI) of CDMA cellular network depend upon inter-network
and intra-network synchronization, which is derived from
these GPS based synchronizers. Networks like CDMA But,
like most other technologies, GPS timing receivers used in
these synchronizers are not fail-safe. GPS greatly relies on
information transfer over the air interface. This wireless nature
of GPS communications links and the weak power levels of
GPS signals make them vulnerable to RF interference. Any
electromagnetic radiation source can act as an interference
source, if it can emit potential radio signals in the GPS
frequency bands [1]. Increased interference in GPS bands
can potentially reduce SNR for GPS signals disrupting the

code/carrier tracking process. Such disruptions in the code and
carrier tracking loops lead to measurement errors degrading
the timing solution stability or can even cause tracking loops
to lose lock altogether. GPS timing receivers, in particular,
are installed at sites like cellular base stations, which are
shared by other RF antennas. Such an environment enhances
vulnerability of GPS receivers to interference [2]. Fig. 1 shows
such an installation of a GPS timing receiver antenna at a
cellular base station.

In [3], it was identified that RF interference affects GPS tim-
ing receivers in three distinct phases. Phase-1 corresponds to
a situation where the interference power levels remain within
manageable limits and do not cause noticeable degradation in
the timing solution. It was also noticed that a GPS receiver
in this phase typically does not lose lock with any incoming
satellite signal. Phase-2 corresponds to the situation where the
GPS receiver starts losing lock to incoming satellite signals.
In this phase, the timing solution degrades and deviates further
from the true time, as the receiver loses lock with incoming
satellite signals. Phase-3 corresponds to a situation where
interference increases to a level that the GPS receiver loses all
the locked satellites, and provides solution on the basis of its
on-board oscillator. During this phase, the timing solution from
the receiver does a random walk and the solution drifts away
from the true time following the on-board crystal oscillator
characteristics. This paper investigates that how performance
of cellular networks, especially CDMA cellular networks,
would be affected in the case of degradation of the timing
solution.

After introducing the problem in section 1, section 2 dis-
cusses the ways in which these GPS based synchronizers
cater for networks’ timing and frequency requirements. This is
followed by section 3, which discusses the CDMA network’s
synchronization requirements. In section 4, impacts of such
synchronization degradation on CDMA Cellular network op-
eration are examined. Finally section 5 concludes this paper.

II. GPS TIMING FOR CELLULAR NETWORKS

GPS timing receivers generate a pulse per second (PPS)
signal, the rising or the falling edge of which is aligned with



Fig. 1. GPS timing receiver antenna installed at a cellular base station in
Islamabad, Pakistan.

the GPS second to nano-second level accuracy. This PPS
is used to discipline an on-board oscillator, by continuously
steering it to remain in synchronization with the GPS Time.
The short term stability of the local oscillator is complemented
by the long term stability of the GPS timing receiver. The
output of this GPS disciplined oscillator (GPS-DO) is then
used by the networks’ timing clocks and frequency synthe-
sizers to generate the required synchronization signals. These
synthesizers consider the clock signal from GPS-DO as the
reference signal and ensure that the output frequencies are
generated with the same stability and accuracy as the input
reference signal [4]. This implies that any degradation in the
input reference frequency will also be reflected in the output of
the frequency synthesizer. Similar will be the case of the clock
signal generators. These unstable/inaccurate/imprecise outputs
of the synthesizers/clock generators, when fed to the network
for synchronizing the network elements, will degrade the KPIs
of that network. It can be inferred that the stability of the
PPS can only be improved by GPS-DO, while clock/frequency
synthesizer does not have any effect.

It has been identified that GPS timing receivers can still
provide a degraded solution with lesser stability and precision,
even when locked to the incoming satellite signals [3]. If the
GPS timing receiver loses lock, there is generally no backup
source of timing used by the CDMA networks except the local
oscillator on-board the GPS based clocks (which typically
provides the short-term stability). With all of its vulnerabilities,
a large number of telecom operators still rely on the GPS-
DO as their stratum-1 reference (a clock with an accuracy of

1x10−11), because the alternatives are either associated with
high costs for widespread deployment (e.g. cesium oscillators)
or are simply unable to meet the required accuracy without
periodic calibration (e.g. rubidium or crystal oscillators). It,
therefore, becomes interesting to study the impacts of GPS-
DO solution degradations on the performance of the CDMA
networks.

III. CDMA SYNCHRONIZATION REQUIREMENT AND

OPERATION

The CDMA cellular system is one of the major employers of
the GPS timing solution, utilizing it for Network node (Base
station (BS)) identification, RF signal encryption, frequency
and timing stability, data synchronization, providing UTC time
and date to users and assisting mobiles in E911 location
determination [5]. In the CDMA cellular system, instead of
being identified on the basis of unique PN codes, each node
(BS) is identified on the basis of a unique time-delay offset
(TDO) with which they transmit their signals. This TDO is
measured relative to zero-offset code. If any BS transmits the
pilot/data signals at a time other than the assigned TDO, it is
likely that its code will line-up with the code from any other
BS. This would cause interference in that code, as all the
BS use the same PN code. Mobile stations (MS) use the pilot
signal, transmitted by BS with the assigned TDO, as a coherent
phase reference for decoding all the other data sequences from
that BS. The MS timing is controlled by the BS, termed as the
associated BS, from which the strongest signal is received. MS
use a a searcher receiver to search for pilot signals from BS
and a 3-finger RAKE receiver to receive data. This searcher
receiver searches in the time domain around the expected time
of arrival of the desired pilot signal. Once the pilot signal from
a BS is acquired and its TDO is determined. One of the RAKE
fingers can be assigned to that BS, suggesting where to find
its signals in the time domain, using the determined TDO.
Signals addressed to an MS can be transmitted through up to
three BS located in the vicinity of that MS. These signals are
then diversity combined to obtain a stronger signal [6].

An important operation which needs to be considered here
is Soft Handoff. The MS’s searcher receiver continuously
searches for new pilot signals from BS with good strength. If
this signal strength exceeds the add threshold, this BS is listed
in the candidate set. During a call, if the strength of a signal
from a BS in the candidate set exceeds that of a serving BS, the
serving BS is notified and the new BS also starts contributing
to/handling the call in addition to the serving BS. BS handling
the call are listed in a set called active set. If the MS moves
towards the edge-of-coverage (EoC) of a serving BS, the
received signal strength is decreased at MS. If this signal
strength from that BS decreases below the drop threshold and
stays there for a pre-specified time, it is removed from the
active set, and the call is no longer established through that BS.
In this way, an established call can be handled through more
than one BS. Also, call control (association) can be transferred
(handoffed) from one BS to another, if its received signal level



is reduced at the MS. This avoids dropping of a call, because
as one BS is dropped, another BS is already serving the call.

IV. IMPACTS OF SYNCHRONIZATION DEGRADATION ON

CDMA CELLULAR NETWORKS

In [3], a hypothesis was proposed and confirmed as de-
tailed above. This hypothesis categorized interference effects
into three phases, based on the extent of synchronization
degradation. On the basis of these phases, one can classify
the synchronization degradation effects on CDMA cellular
networks into three categories:

A. Large synchronization errors

Large synchronization errors only occur when the GPS
timing receiver operates in phase-3. Above mentioned hypoth-
esis dictated that a GPS receiver’s timing solution potentially
drifts away from true time, in phase-3, as the introduced
interference forces the GPS receiver to lose lock. This drifting
of timing solution results in large synchronization errors. For
the particular case of the test timing receiver, used in [3], a
lower bound can be considered to be 450ns, as the test receiver
lost lock before 450ns for all runs. However, for a variety of
GPS based synchronizers, this bound will vary depending upon
the type of the received interference and the receiver used. The
MS, in this situation will face the following problems.

1) Problems with Tracking of Signals from Non-Associated
BS: The MS timing is continuously steered by the associated
BS through a synchronization channel [6]. If there is a problem
with the GPS based clock of that BS, the same problem would
be replicated in the MS’s clock. Due to such problems, the BS
clock and eventually the MS clock would experience drift with
respect to the system time. This clock drift would cause the
MS to lose the tracked signals from other (non-associated)
Base Stations, eventually resulting in un-successful handoffs
and dropped calls.

2) Problems with Acquisition of New Signals from Non-
Associated BS: An associated BS assigns the MS a time-
window to search for the pilots from other BS. As successive
codes are offset by 64 bits, the maximum size this win-
dow can have is ± 32 bits, which translates to 52.0833 µs
(±26.04167µs). Consider a situation where an associated BS
instructs an MS to search for some other BS in a window
located at Tm ±26.04167µs (where Tm could be any multiple
of 64-bit duration). Now if the associated BS receives a
degraded synchronization signal, it’s time as well as the time
of the associated MS would drift away from the system time.
This would cause the MS to search at some incorrect point in
time for the desired pilot. It is highly likely that this would
eventually result in failure, as any pilot may not be present
in that time window. It is possible that the MS may succeed
in acquiring a pilot from some non-desired BS (which it can,
as all the BS are using same PRN with different time-delay
offsets). In this case, it will try to remain in synchronization
with the new BS, but would eventually lose it due to drift
in its clock with respect to that BS clock (and the system
time). Also, the sync channel message carries the offset value

for a particular BS. This value will not match with the offset
value assumed by MS, which would also cause termination of
tracking that BS by MS.

3) Soft Handoff and Associated Problems Due to Degraded
Synchronization: The MS clock is synchronized/controlled by
the associated BS. If the clock stability for that associated
BS clock degrades, it is likely that the MS would lose
synchronization with all other non-associated BS (as MS clock
follows associated BS clock). In this case, the MS would
neither be able to continue communications with any other
non-associated BS nor would it be able to acquire pilot signals
from any new BS, due to the reasons mentioned above. Now
if the MS moves beyond EoC of the associated BS, instead of
performing handoff, its call would be dropped as no other BS
would be serving that MS. Therefore, loss of synchronization
for a BS would result in loss of any new acquisitions by
all associated MS. However, active calls would still remain
established as long as the MS do not move beyond EoC for
that BS.

In phase-3, the generated timing solution is based on
the local oscillator on-board GPS-DO modules. In order to
quantize, how long would it take for these modules to exceed
the thresholds set by CDMA standards [7], drift characteristics
of the on-board oscillators need to be considered. Fig. 2
depicts Maximum Time Interval Error (MTIE) for a variety of
oscillators. MTIE is defined as the maximum phase difference
between the measured and the reference signal (peak to peak
value) in given observation time. It can be inferred from this
graph that if appropriate drift rate prediction based algorithms
are not used for disciplining the local oscillator, these would
not be able to provide holdover for longer durations. Standard
versions of commercially available Oscillators like Oscillo-
quartz’s OSA 8663 OCXO, which is used by many GPS-DOs,
claim to provide holdover of 3s for barely more than a day (as
can be seen from Fig. 6.1). Also, Symmetricom’s TimeSource
3500 which employ Rb Oscillator claim a holdover of 3s to
GPS for 72 hours. Longer holdover periods call for high prices
and non-economical solutions.

B. Medium synchronization errors

Medium synchronization errors can be experienced, when
the timing receiver operates either in phase-2 of hypothesis
or in the vicinity of phase-1 and phase-2 boundary. In this
situation, although the receiver remains locked with at least
one incoming signal, it produces a PPS with less stability and
precision. For the test receiver, PPS variations during phase-2
ranged from 20ns to 450ns, due to the introduced interference
[3]. Such a PPS when used by the clock/frequency synthesizers
of a CDMA system, as timing and frequency reference, can
introduce errors in their output. These errors may include:

1) Frequency Violation: As the frequency synthesizers use
output of PPS disciplined oscillators as reference for gener-
ating carrier frequencies, any instability or impreciseness in
that PPS would cause incorrect frequency generation. The
CDMA cellular system allows an error margin of 0.05ppm
(translating to 45Hz error at 900 MHz carrier frequency) [7].
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Also, MC-CDMA is in use for cellular communications. This
employs orthogonal carriers, and is much more vulnerable
to frequency violations than ordinary CDMA. Considering
these issues, any errors in frequency synthesis due to in-stable
reference would introduce frequency violations, resulting in
inter-carrier interference into signals from neighboring BS.
A typical clock signal/carrier frequency synthesis process
from GPS timing solution is shown in Figure 3. It can be
noticed that the relationship of GPS’s PPS and the generated
clock signal/carrier frequency depends on the microprocessor’s
algorithm. For instance, based on the phase error of the GPS
and the local oscillator’s PPS, an MMSE based function can
be employed to generate the control signal for local oscillator
and to predict the deviation (in ppm) of the generated clock
signal and carrier frequency from the desired value. However,
such an effort is beyond the scope of this work. It may also be
noted that the GPS-DO used here can mitigate only short-term
instabilities introduced in phase-2 due to received interference;
however, many GPS based synchronizers use longer averaging
times.

2) Effects on Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR): Increasing the
number of carriers in a multi-carrier system makes it vul-
nerable to synchronization errors [8], and MC-CDMA is no
exception. The lack of synchronization between the transmitter
clock and receiver sampling clock, in a multi-carrier system,
also introduces severe errors in transmissions. Such a situation
can occur with an MS and a serving (non-associated) BS, if
the clock of the MS is drifting with respect to true time, due
to stability issues with associated BS clock. There can be two
types of synchronization errors in MC-CDMA: timing errors
and carrier-phase errors. Considerable degradations can occur
due to time-varying timing and carrier phase errors [9].

It may be noted that the length of duration of phase-2
depend upon the type of interference. e.g. a narrow band
interference will keep the receiver in phase-2 for a longer
duration than an interfering signal with a wider bandwidth.

C. Small synchronization errors

When GPS timing receiver is operating in phase-1 region
of hypothesis, clock stability errors are not noticeable. Minor
instabilities are normally removed by the PLL in the GPS-DO.
Therefore, no problems are caused in this situation.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the effects of synchronization degradation
on CDMA cellular networks were considered, which mainly
rely on GPS based synchronizers for their operations. It has
been identified that such synchronizers are vulnerable to RF
interference, which could degrade their timing solution. This
paper discussed in detail that that this degraded synchroniza-
tion could lead to poor QoS and traffic handling capability,
and reduction of network KPIs (such as call setup success
rate and drop call rate). It was identified that these CDMA
base stations can face errors of three distinct natures: Large,
Medium and Small Synchronization errors. The quality and
stability of the timing solution of the GPS based synchronizers
will dictate in which manner the base station performs. It may
be noted that presence of GPS-DO would alleviate the effects
in phase-2 upto an extent dictated by the short-term stability
and the averaging algorithm employed by the disciplined
oscillator. The discussion presented in this paper motivates
the need of further study for reducing GPS vulnerability to
RF interference. In our future work, we intend to simulate a
combination of GPS-DO and frequency synthesizer to quantize
the errors identified in this paper.
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